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Summit County Conviction Integrity Unit Policy and Procedure
Pursuant to Utah Code § 78B-9-501 et seq. and effective May 1, 2021 there is hereby established
a Summit County Conviction Integrity Unit.
Mission
The Summit County Attorney’s Office (SCAO) pursues justice in each case that it reviews and
prosecutes. There is no greater injustice than a person being wrongfully convicted of a crime. In
an effort to address any past injustice that may have been done, the Summit County Conviction
Integrity Unit (CIU) is hereby formed.
The main purpose of the CIU is to review and investigate post-conviction claims that a
conviction or sentence lacks integrity and to make recommendations to the County Attorney
about the disposition of those claims. It is a prosecutor’s duty to protect the innocent before,
during, and after a trial.
The CIU consists of a Conviction Integrity Unit Chair (Unit Chair) and a Conviction Integrity
Panel (Panel). The Unit Chair organizes the work of the CIU, conducts the initial review of any
applications submitted to the CIU and refers cases to the Panel for investigation of claims as
necessary. The Unit Chair consults with the Panel, which reviews qualifying applications,
requests any further investigation it deems relevant and necessary and makes recommendations
to the County Attorney as to the disposition of the applications.
The Panel is an independent body brought together at the invitation of the County Attorney to
inform decisions on applications made to the CIU. The Panel consists of seven members of the
community who are not currently employed as prosecuting attorneys in any jurisdiction. The
panel members may be criminal justice experts, community activists, or any other qualified
individual with a proven interest in justice. These panel members participate in the review of past
convictions and make recommendations to the County Attorney.
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Process and Procedure
1.
Who May Apply: Applications to the CIU may be made by a convicted person, defense
counsel, post-conviction counsel, innocence organization, or any other third party on behalf of a
convicted person. All applications submitted to the SCAO will reviewed as provided for below.

2.
How to Apply: A form is available on the Summit County Attorney’s website, under the
tab Conviction Integrity Unit. This form may be submitted online, emailed to
ciu@summitcounty.org, or mailed to the County Attorney at 6300 Justice Center Road, Park
City, Utah 84098. A response acknowledging receipt will be generated to the applicant within
48 business hours. Applicants are encouraged to provide as much information as possible with
the application and to complete all fields of inquiry.
3.
Criteria for Review: Upon receipt of an application for review by the CIU, the Unit
Chair will assess the application to determine whether the application meets the prerequisites for
the initial review. Before the Unit Chair accepts an application for initial review, it must meet the
following basic prerequisites:
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.

The conviction occurred in the Third District Court, Silver Summit Division;
(i)
The Summit County Attorney’s Office prosecuted the case; OR
(ii)
The conviction occurred in another jurisdiction and the head of the
prosecuting agency in that jurisdiction requests a review by the Summit County
CIU based on a conflict of interest or because they have not established a
Conviction Integrity Unit and the County Attorney and Unit Chair consent.
The conviction was for a felony offense;
The convicted offender is a living person at the time of the application;
The direct appeals process is complete.

4.
Initial Application Review: Priority will be given to those cases in which the convicted
offender is currently incarcerated solely for the crime for which they claim factual innocence or
lack of integrity regarding conviction or sentence. In the initial review, the Unit Chair will
examine the application for credible and verifiable evidence of innocence or lack of integrity of
the conviction or sentence, including but not limited to: professional misconduct on the part of
any involved attorney; newly discovered evidence that would negate the guilt of the applicant;
newly developed technology that would allow for testing of evidence not previously conducted.
The applicant must agree to fully cooperate with the CIU, including waiving all procedural
safeguards and privileges. If the convicted person is represented by counsel in the application
process, all communication between the CIU and the convicted person must be made through
counsel. If the application contains a claim that the Unit Chair determines could be credible and
verifiable, the Unit Chair will proceed to a secondary review.
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5.
Secondary Application Review: If the Unit Chair determines that an application meets
the criteria for a secondary review, the applicant and County Attorney will be notified and the
claim will be further evaluated. The Unit Chair will review the facts and legal issues of the case
by examining the case file, trial transcript, discovery, other materials contained in the SCAO’s
Case Management System and physical file, and any additional information readily available and
necessary to make an initial assessment of the claim. If the Unit Chair determines that there has
been credible and verifiable evidence presented by the applicant as required above, the Unit
Chair will then present the case to the Panel to determine what, if any, further investigation
should be conducted.
It is vital to maintain a cooperative relationship with individuals and organizations seeking
conviction review. The Unit Chair will request additional information from the convicted person
and/or applicant, if needed, and will provide information to the convicted person as the review
proceeds unless there is a legal and ethical duty not to disclose. In the event that the Unit Chair
determines that the application has provided credible and verifiable evidence of innocence or
lack of integrity of conviction or sentence, the Unit Chair will present the case to the Panel for
further consideration.

6.
Scope of Investigation and Review. Per Utah Code § 78B-9-503, the scope of review is
defined as:
(a) plausible allegations of factual innocence;
(b) newly discovered material evidence; or
(c) information discovered or received by the prosecution agency after trial, judgment of
conviction, or sentencing that:
(i) if disclosed to the convicted person prior to trial, judgment of conviction, or
sentencing, would have resulted in a significant probability that the result would have
been different; or
(ii) significantly calls into question the legitimacy of the jury verdict, judgment of
conviction, or sentence.
7.
Conviction Integrity Panel Review: If an application is presented to the Panel by the
Unit Chair, Panel members shall be granted access to all available case materials by means of a
password-protected secure drive online. The Unit Chair shall make all materials available to
Panel members by uploading them onto the drive, and by making any physical evidence
available for inspection to members should they ask to inspect it.
Upon receiving a case for review, the Panel will determine whether there is sufficient
information to determine by a preponderance of the evidence if the application states a valid
claim of innocence or that the conviction or sentence lacks integrity.
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Should the Panel determine that further or additional investigation is needed, it will submit a
request to the SCAO Investigator, who will conduct the requested investigation. Should there be
a conflict of interest with the SCAO Investigator and the case at issue, the investigation will be
assigned to conflict investigators in accordance with SCAO policy.
In order to perform their duties in an informed, objective, independent, timely, and actionable
manner, the Panel shall in a timely but deliberate way inform itself about the claim made in the
application; review any available, relevant, and reliable information or evidence that bears on the
claim, whether or not it was available, presented, or otherwise played a role in the original
conviction or subsequent appeals, retrials, etc.; take any other measures necessary to satisfy its
members that I has what it needs to make appropriate findings regarding the merits of the claim;
determine by majority vote based on a preponderance of the evidence whether the claim has
merit; and send its findings and any recommendations it chooses to make in writing to the
County Attorney.
8.
Panel Quorum. At least five (5) of the seven (7) Panel members must participate in each
proceeding. In the Unit Chair’s discretion, he or she may ask the County Attorney to appoint pro
tem members to the Panel as needed to address conflicts of interest, unavailability, or to insure a
seven (7) member Panel for any particular case.
9.
Additional Parties Involved in Case Review: If the Unit Chair determines after the
initial case review that the application meets the requirements for review, the Unit Chair will
notify:
a. Victim. Should an application be found to meet the initial criteria, and be found to
contain credible and verifiable evidence of innocence or lack of integrity of
conviction or sentence, such that the application is deemed appropriate for
presentation to the Panel, the Unit Chair will attempt to notify any victims or the
victims’ representatives. The Unit Chair shall provide the victim or victim’s
representative with contact information for the Panel so that the victim or victim’s
representative may contact the Panel for case updates or to request to make a
statement. Victims may, if they choose, offer any statement, presentation, or
evidence the victim wants the Panel to consider at a time the Panel deems
necessary and appropriate, but should do so prior to any decision being reached
by the Panel as to what recommendation will be made to the County Attorney for
disposition of a claim. Any statement or presentation by the victim or victim
representative shall take place at the County Attorney’s Office at a time arranged
by members of the Panel during which all Panel members and the victim or
victim’s representative may be present personally or by other means. Panel
members should contact the Unit Chair to schedule the meeting in the SCAO and
reserve space for the presentation to the Panel to occur. The presentation will be
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recorded with a device that allows for the subsequent uploading of the statement
into the secure drive.
b. The Trial Prosecutor. If the trial prosecutor is still employed with the SCAO, they
will be notified of the case’s referral to the Panel by the Unit Chair. The Unit
Chair will attempt to inform the trial prosecutor if that attorney is no longer
employed with the office. If the trial prosecutor is still employed by the SCAO,
the trial prosecutor shall be informed that they are to have no contact with the
Unit Chair regarding the CIU review of the application during the pendency of the
application. Should the trial prosecutor be contacted by the Panel, the trial
prosecutor (if still employed by the SCAO) shall cooperate with the investigation
of the Panel in any way the Panel requests if they are able to do so. If the trial
prosecutor is no longer employed by the SCAO, the trial prosecutor may
cooperate with the panel to whatever extent they choose. The Unit Chair should
make every effort to obtain contact information for the trial prosecutor and to
convey that information to the Panel. The Unit Chair will provide contact
information for the Panel to the trial prosecutor so that they may contact the
Panel. At the time the Unit Chair contacts the trial prosecutor, the Unit Chair will
also inform the trial prosecutor that they are not to access any records pertaining
to the case during the pendency of the application, and will ensure that any
materials that are maintained in the SCAO are removed from the trial prosecutor’s
access.
c. Trial Counsel for the Defendant. The Unit Chair shall make every effort to
contact trial counsel for the defendant, and to obtain contact information for the
attorney to convey that information to the Panel in the event they should desire to
contact counsel. The Unit Chair shall inform trial counsel for the defendant that
the case is under review by the CIU, and provide contact information for the
Panel to trial counsel for the defendant so that they may contact the panel if they
desire to do so.
d. The Convicted Person. Upon receipt of an application, the Unit Chair shall
contact the convicted person via written correspondence mailed to the address
provided on the application to inform the convicted person that the request has
been received. The initial correspondence should include an explanation as to
whether the application meets the criteria for initial review. If the application does
not meet those criteria, an explanation should be provided as to why, as well as
information regarding additional resources available to the convicted person (i.e.
contact information for a Conviction Integrity Unit in an appropriate jurisdiction).
If, after the initial review, the application is deemed not to have provided credible
and verifiable evidence of innocence or lack of integrity of conviction or sentence
as required, the Unit Chair shall send a second letter explaining that finding to the
convicted person.
If, on the other hand, the application is deemed sufficient for further review by the
Panel, the second letter should explain to the convicted person that the application
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is being sent to the Panel for review. The Unit Chair should also provide contact
information for the Panel so that the convicted person may contact the Panel.
A convicted person may offer any statement, presentation, or evidence the
convicted person wishes to introduce to the Panel at a time the Panel deems such
presentation necessary and appropriate but should occur prior to any decision
being reached by the Panel as to what recommendation will be made to the
County Attorney for disposition of a claim. If the convicted person is not in
custody, any statement or presentation by the convicted person shall take place at
the SCAO at a time arranged by members of the Panel during which all members
and the convicted person are available either personally or by other means. Panel
members shall contact the Unit Chair to schedule the meeting in the SCAO and
reserve space for the presentation to the Panel to occur. If the convicted person is
in custody, the presentation shall take place at the custodial facility in which the
convicted person is housed and shall be arranged by the Panel with personnel at
the facility as required by the facility’s policies and procedures. The presentation
shall be recorded with a device that allows for the subsequent uploading of the
statement into the secure drive.
e. Counsel for the Convicted Person: Should the applicant be represented by counsel
for purposes of the CIU review process, the Unit Chair shall direct all
communication with the convicted person through counsel. The Unit Chair shall
immediately contact counsel upon receipt of the application to inform counsel that
review is pending, and shall contact counsel after the Unit Chair’s initial review to
inform counsel whether the application will be referred to the Panel for further
review. The Unit Chair shall ensure that the Panel is given contact information for
counsel, and that counsel is given contact information for the Panel in the event
that counsel wishes to contact the Panel directly with any information they may
have.
10.
Report of Panel Findings, Recommendations and Timeline: The Panel shall prepare a
report of its findings summarizing the case facts, the issues presented by the application, and the
results of any investigation undertaken by the Panel or on its behalf. The report will contain the
voting results (number of panelists and ratio only); a determination of whether a valid claim of
innocence has been presented by a preponderance of the evidence; and the substance of any
dissents; and any recommendations the Panel agrees should be sent on to the County Attorney
for his or her consideration. The County Attorney will review the report from the Panel.
The Panel will issue the report in writing within 90 days of the commencement of the Panel
review described in paragraph 6 above. If additional time is required for a fair and
comprehensive review, the Unit Chair will notify the County Attorney, applicant, convicted
person, attorney for convicted person (if any), and the victim (if any) of the delay and provide
another date by which the report will be provided.
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11.
County Attorney Decision: The ultimate decision to grant or not grant the requested
relief rests with the County Attorney. The Unit Chair will notify the convicted person or their
representative of the decision in writing. The Unit Chair will then document the report,
recommendation, and the final decision into the SCAO’s Case Management System.
12.
Standard of Review: The County Attorney shall consider the evidence known at the
time of conviction and sentencing and all additional information learned after conviction review.
If the County Attorney no longer has confidence in the integrity of a conviction, the County
Attorney will take whatever action is reasonably necessary to achieve justice, including, but not
limited to, petitioning the court to vacate the conviction. The County Attorney will not consent
to the vacation of a conviction on the grounds of factual innocence unless the evaluation of the
case establishes by a preponderance of the evidence that the conviction or sentence lacks
integrity. The County Attorney’s decision to act on the Panel’s findings should be informed by
the report, but the decision by the County Attorney after findings and recommendations, if any,
have been made by the Panel is entirely up to the County Attorney in the exercise of his or her
discretion, consistent with applicable law and the professional standards that may apply.
13.
Discovery: The CIU shall comply with all constitutional, statutory, and ongoing ethical
obligations to promptly and fully disclose to both the convicted person and their counsel, if any
has been retained, information uncovered by the post-conviction review process in addition to
any preexisting information not previously disclosed. The CIU has the legal and ethical
obligation to prevent disclosure of information subject to an official privilege or is otherwise
confidential. In addition to basic discovery requirements, the Panel will maintain an “open file”
policy, wherein the convicted person and their counsel, if any, may review the materials being
considered by the Panel and may submit further information to the Panel during the review
process.
14.
Testing of Forensic Evidence: If the convicted person requests DNA testing or any other
testing of forensic evidence the Unit Chair shall, in his or her initial review, first determine
whether the evidence is still available and in a condition adequate for testing. If so, the Unit
Chair will request of the agency with whom the evidence is kept that they preserve the evidence
until further notice. The Unit Chair shall also document the location and condition of found
evidence and report those facts to the Panel. The County Attorney or Chief Prosecutor shall
determine whether to approve DNA testing or other forensic testing of remaining evidence if said
request is made by the Panel. Decisions to test will be made on a case by case basis, based on an
examination of the facts and circumstances of the case, relevance, and materiality of the further
testing. Once DNA or forensic testing is complete, the Panel will examine the convicted person’s
claim in light of the results and any other evidence, and may conduct further investigation, if
needed. In consenting to allow DNA or other forensic testing, the CIU does not concede and
takes no position on the significance of any DNA or other forensic testing results.
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15.

Decisions not Reviewable in Court: The decision to review and further investigate a
claim cannot be inferred as an acceptance of the validity of the alleged innocence claim.
Also, the CIU does not act as legal counsel for any person whose case is being reviewed.
Decisions as to whether the CIU will re-open the case investigation, how the claim will
be investigated, and how the application will be resolved are made in the exercise of the
County Attorney's discretion and are not reviewable by any court. The Panel is not a
judicial or administrative or other public body, but an advisory body the only function of
which is to provide an internal review and recommendation to the County Attorney to
inform his or her work. There is no timeframe by which claims presented to the CIU will
be resolved, but the CIU will make every effort to expedite resolution of each application.

16.

Open Meetings: Because the CIU and the Panel are not judicial, administrative, or other
public bodies, the meetings of the CIU and Panel are not subject to the requirements of
the Utah Open and Public Meetings Act, Utah Code § 52-4-101 et seq. The Panel at its
discretion may invite members of the public, including the press, to attend its meetings
when it deems appropriate and when doing so will not compromise or otherwise interfere
with its deliberations or jeopardize the safety, the privacy or individual or professional
rights and obligations of those involved in a claim or asked to participate in the panel’s
deliberations, including those asked to provide facts or legal, medical or other expert
information or advice related to the claim under review.

17.

Records and Reporting: All documents produced by the CIU are protected documents
and subject to the Government Records Access and Management Act. The SCAO will
maintain the following statistics:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

h.

18.

Number of total applications.
Number of applications denied.
Number of applications where an investigation was undertaken.
Number of ongoing applications.
Number of applications where relief was granted and the nature of the relief.
Source of referrals.
Number of applications where the conviction under review was a result of:
i. trial; or
ii. plea.
Number of applications where the applicant previously filed a petition under the
Post-Conviction Remedies Act.

Membership of CIU: The Unit Chair and Panel members are appointed by the County
Attorney to serve four (4) volunteer year terms of service, and a maximum of two terms.
Positions shall represent Park City and Snyderville Basin (three members), Eastern
Summit County (three members) and one At-Large member.
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The Panel membership is as follows:
Unit Chair, Roger Armstrong, Esq. (Park City)
Eric Esquival (Snyderville Basin)
Mark Moffat, Esq. (Snyderville Basin)
Evelyn Furse (Eastern Summit County, General)
Alex Peterson, Esq. (South Summit)
Lieutenant Kacey Bates (North Summit)
Lizeette Zurita (At-Large)
In the event any CIU Panel member cannot participate or has a conflict of interest, the County
Attorney shall appoint a pro tem member to the CIU to constitute at least a five (5) member
Panel.
19.
Panel Confidentiality. For each matter, each Panel member shall sign a Confidentiality
Agreement and return the form to the SCAO paralegal before reviewing materials.
20.
Controlling Law. To the extent this Policy and Procedure is inconsistent in any way with
Utah Code § 78B-9-501 et seq., the Utah Code is controlling.
ESTABLISHED AND DATED this 1st day of May, 2021.
__________________________________
Margaret Olson, Summit County Attorney
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Summit County Conviction Integrity Unit
Panel Member Bios
Roger Armstrong, Chair
(Park City Member)
[to be added soon]
Lieutenant Kacey Bates
(North Summit Member)
Lt. Kacey Bates was raised, and still resides, on the East side of Summit County. She
began her career at the Summit County Sheriff’s Office in 1997 and graduated from the
Corrections Academy in December 1997. In 2006, she attended the Law Enforcement
Academy where she graduated on the Directors List and also was awarded the Superior
Fitness Award. During her employment with the Sheriff’s Office she has worked various
assignments including Court Services, School Resource Division, Criminal
Investigations, Corrections Sergeant, Administrative Sergeant. She currently holds the
position of Corrections Lieutenant (Jail Commander). During her career in law
enforcement and working in various assignments she has obtained several certifications
including Hostage Negotiator, First Line Supervisor, FTO (Field Training Officer), FIT
(Forensic Interviewer), PREA (Prisoner Rape Elimination Act), Investigator,
Phlebotomist, SRO (School Resource Officer), Alive at 25, Mid Management, and CIT
(Crisis Intervention Certification).
Eric Esquivel
(Snyderville Basin Member)
Eric Esquivel is a Snyderville Basin resident since 2013. He currently works with the
Park City School District working in community relations and outreach for
disadvantaged students and families. Eric is currently the chair for the Summit County
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Latin Mental Health Committee, and is also involved with other community
organizations such as Early Childhood Alliance and Park City Unidos.
Prior to moving to Summit County, he served 31 years in the fire service in Southern
California where he moved up the ranks to reach the position of Division Chief with the
San Bernardino Fire Department. He oversaw the fire prevention bureau, 9-1-1
emergency call center, emergency operations center, airport operations, mutual aid
agreements and numerous other administrative details. Additional contributions in the
fire service were serving as a team member of a U.S. Fire Service Advisors to assist the
Spanish Government establish a comprehensive federal wildland fire suppression
program, as well as teaching fire officers from Mexico and Central America on current
and best practices. Domestically, he was Vice President of the San Bernardino Regional
Training Center where students came from most western states and as far as Europe.
Eric earned a BA in Organizational Leadership from Columbia Southern University,
along with an AA in Fire Science from San Bernardino Valley College.
Evelyn Furse
(Eastern Summit County Member)
Eve Furse is co-author of the Federal Bail and Detention Handbook and a frequent
speaker on pretrial release and detention issues. Eve served as a United States
Magistrate Judge for the District of Utah from 2012 until 2020. She was appointed by
Chief Justice John Roberts to chair the Federal Judicial Center’s Magistrate Judges
Education Advisory Committee. Eve previously worked as a Senior City Attorney with
Salt Lake City Corporation pursuing civil litigation and before that, she was a partner
with private law firms practicing complex corporate litigation. She was elected to the
Utah Bar Commission and selected as Vice-Chair of a Utah Supreme Court Ethics and
Disciplinary panel. Eve began her career as a law clerk to Chief Justice Christine M.
Durham on the Utah Supreme Court. She received her JD from New York University
and her BA from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Mark Moffat
(Snyderville Basin Member)
Mark and his wife Melanie have lived in Summit County since 1994. Mark is a 1987
graduate of the University of Utah S.J. Quinney College of Law and was a trial attorney
at the Salt Lake Legal Defenders Office from 1988-1998. In 1998 he formed Brown,
Bradshaw and Moffat, a prominent criminal defense firm, and has worked as a trial
attorney in that firm ever since. Mark has been previously qualified under Rule 8 to take
appointed capital death penalty cases and has been a CJA panel member in federal court
since 1998. He has served as a Member of the Utah Commission of Criminal and
Juvenile Justice (2014 – present), a Member of the Salt Lake Legal Defender
Association Board (2015 – present), serves as Criminal Justice Policy Advisor to the
Utah Legislature from (2019 – present) and is a Member of the Utah State Bar
Association Governmental Relations Committee (2005 – present).
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Alex G. Peterson
(South Summit Member)
Born in Cali, Colombia and raised in Carbon County and Holladay, Alex joined the
Marines in 1987 after graduating from Olympus H.S. He has a BBA in Accounting from
the Univ. of Oklahoma and a JD from the Univ. of Utah. He has represented Marines in
domestic, estate and consumer law matters; was sent to Oklahoma in response to the
bombing of the Federal Building; and tried cases involving drugs, sexual assaults,
aggravated assaults and larcenies. In 2001, he graduated with honors with a Master of
Laws (L.L.M.) in International and Operational Law. He was also selected as the ABA
2001-2002 Marine Corps Young Lawyer of the Year. In 2003, his article “Order out of
Chaos: Domestic Enforcement of the Law of Internal Conflict” 171 Mil. L. Rev. 1 (2002)
received the ABA, Standing Committee on Armed Forces’ Law, Keith E. Nelson
Distinguished Service Award.
As the legal advisor for Marine Forces, South, and then assistant legal advisor for US
Southern Command, his legal practice was Plan Colombia, International Agreements for
deployed US forces, and command operational lawyer supporting Haiti relief efforts and
the establishment of the Guantanamo Detention facility. In 2005, he deployed to
combat at Camp Taqqaddum, Iraq. In 2006, he returned to combat at Camp Fallujah.
On return, he was responsible for legal planning, manning and training for Marine
forces deploying to Afghanistan. In 2009, he was a Commanding Officer of U.S.
Embassy Security Guards for South America. In 2010, he was the legal advisor for the
largest Marine Corps Base in the US, providing legal advice and coordinating legal
services to the 29,000+ members stationed at Twenty-nine Palms, CA. In 2013, he
retired as a Colonel.
He returned to private practice as managing partner at Peck Peterson, LLP engaged in
employment law and civil rights litigation until 2017. He became the Executive Director
of the Utah Judicial Conduct Commission in January 2017. As an independent State
Agency head, he enforces the Utah Code of Judicial Conduct, appears before the Utah
Supreme Court, the Legislature, and the Judicial Council; and oversees all
administrative and operational aspects of the Agency.
Alex is married to Jaqualin Friend of Salt Lake City, Utah and lives in the West Hills of
Kamas. He volunteers with Summit County Library Board and Eastern Summit County
Planning Commission; is the Utah Representative, Combat Veterans Motorcycle
Association; a Scoutmaster, and a Martial Arts instructor.
Lizeette Zurita
(At Large Member)
Lizeette joined Holy Cross Ministries in February 2018 as the Community Health
Worker in Summit and Wasatch Counties. She transferred to the education department
in September 2018, where she is now the Parents as Teachers Program Coordinator and
oversees an evidence-based home visiting model that supports parents and child
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caregivers from the prenatal stages to age three, encouraging school readiness. Lizeette
earned a BA in Spanish and Linguistics from San Diego State University and an MA in
Educational Administration from Concordia University Irvine. She has over 20 years of
experience in the education field, and her mission has always been to assist underserved
communities, helping them access equal opportunities, feel a sense of belonging and
reach their full potentials. Lizeette is also involved in many community organizations,
including the HCM Mission Committee, Early Childhood Alliance, Latino Mental Health
Affairs, Summit County Mental Wellness Alliance Executive Council, Intermountain
Park City Hospital Community Relations Committee, Park Cith Tots Board, People's
Health Clinic Board, Jewish Family Services Board, Park City Unidos and Wasatch
Latino Coalition.
. . .

